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reactive oxygen species 兩 short-term starvation 兩 maintenance mode

O

ur studies in S. cerevisiae and those of others in worms, flies,
and mice have uncovered a strong association between
lifespan extension and resistance to oxidative stress (1–6). This
resistance is observed in long-lived yeast cells lacking RAS2 and
SCH9, the orthologs of components of the human Ras and
Akt/S6K pathways (2, 5, 7), and in long-lived worms and mice
with reduced activity of homologs of the IGF1 receptor
(IGF1R), implicated in many human cancers (8). Notably, the
IGF1R functions upstream of Ras and Akt in mammalian cells
(3–6). Stress resistance is also observed in model systems in
which calorie intake is reduced by at least 30% (9). This reduced
calorie intake, also known as calorie restriction (CR) or dietary
restriction (DR), has been studied for many years and is known
to extend life span in organisms ranging from yeast to mice (10).
CR also protects against spontaneous cancers and against carcinogen-induced cancers (10–12), raising the possibility that CR
and reduced IGF1 may increase stress resistance by similar
mechanisms.
Our discovery of the role of Ras2 and Sch9 in the negative
regulation of antioxidant and other protective systems together
with the association between mutations that activate IGF1R,
Ras, or Akt and many human cancers prompted our hypothesis
that normal but not cancer cells would respond to starvation or
down-regulation of Ras/Akt signaling by entering a stressresistance mode. In fact, one of the major ‘‘hallmarks of cancer
cells’’ is the self-sufficiency for growth signals (13). In the
majority of cancers, this ability to grow or remain in a growth
mode even in the absence of growth factors is provided by the
hyperactivation of one or several components of the IGF1R,
Ras, Akt, and mTor pathways.
Here, we tested the hypothesis that short-term starvation
(STS) or low glucose/low serum can protect mammalian cells,
www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0708100105

but not or to a lesser extent cancer cells, against high doses of
oxidative damage or chemotherapy.
Results
Short-Term Starvation Induces Differential Stress Resistance Against
Oxidative Stress in Yeast. To test the hypothesis that constitutively

active oncogenes or oncogene homologs can prevent the switch
to a protective maintenance mode in response to starvation, we
first determined whether acute starvation would be as effective
in increasing oxidative stress resistance as long-term CR has
been shown to be (14). We first performed differential stress
resistance (DSR) studies in S. cerevisiae. We selected a STS
paradigm as well as the deletion of the SCH9 and/or RAS2 genes,
each of which mimics in part CR and was shown in our previous
studies to cause high resistance to oxidative stress (15–17). Our
hypothesis was that the combination of these genetic manipulations with starvation would maximize DSR. Cells were treated
with either H2O2 or the superoxide-generating agent menadione. The combination of STS (switch from glucose medium to
water at day 1 and incubation in water for 24–48 h) with the
deletion of SCH9 or both SCH9 and RAS2 caused resistance to
a 30- to 60-min treatment with hydrogen peroxide or menadione
that was up to 1,000-fold higher than that of cells expressing the
constitutively active oncogene homolog RAS2val19 or cells lacking SCH9 (sch9⌬) but expressing RAS2val19 (sch9⌬RAS2val19)
(Fig. 1 A). The rationale for this experiment was to model in a
simple system the effect of the combination of STS and a genetic
approach on the differential protection of normal and cancer
cells. The results show that the expression of the oncogene-like
RAS2val19 prevents the 1,000-fold protection caused by the
combination of STS and inhibition of Sch9 activity. Notably,
under these conditions yeast cells are not dividing.
We also tested the effect of increased activity of Sch9 on
resistance to oxidants. As with RAS2val19, overexpression of
SCH9 sensitized yeast cells to both H2O2 and the superoxidegenerating agent menadione (Fig. 1B). Similar to the effect of
the deletion of RAS2 and SCH9, the deletion of the homolog of
TOR, another gene implicated in oncogenesis, slightly increased
the resistance to hydrogen peroxide. Whereas the expression of
RAS2val19 completely reversed the protective effect of the deletion of SCH9, it only had a minor effect on the reversal of the
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Strategies to treat cancer have focused primarily on the killing of
tumor cells. Here, we describe a differential stress resistance (DSR)
method that focuses instead on protecting the organism but not
cancer cells against chemotherapy. Short-term starved S. cerevisiae
or cells lacking proto-oncogene homologs were up to 1,000 times
better protected against oxidative stress or chemotherapy drugs
than cells expressing the oncogene homolog Ras2val19. Lowglucose or low-serum media also protected primary glial cells but
not six different rat and human glioma and neuroblastoma cancer
cell lines against hydrogen peroxide or the chemotherapy drug/
pro-oxidant cyclophosphamide. Finally, short-term starvation provided complete protection to mice but not to injected neuroblastoma cells against a high dose of the chemotherapy drug/prooxidant etoposide. These studies describe a starvation-based DSR
strategy to enhance the efficacy of chemotherapy and suggest that
specific agents among those that promote oxidative stress and
DNA damage have the potential to maximize the differential
toxicity to normal and cancer cells.

populations was possible because each population could be distinguished by the ability to grow on plates containing different
selective media. Of the ⬇10 million sch9⌬RAS2val19 cells mixed with
250 million sch9⌬ cells, ⬍5% of the sch9⌬RAS2val19 cells survived
a 48-h treatment with 0.01% MMS (Fig. 1C). By contrast, the great
majority of sch9⌬ cells survived this treatment (Fig. 1C). Similar
results were obtained when mixed cultures of sch9⌬RAS2val19/sch9⌬
were treated with CP (Fig. 1D). We also performed an experiment
in which each cell type was treated with CP separately and observed
a similar DSR between cells expressing RAS2val19 and the cells
lacking SCH9 [supporting information (SI) Fig. S1]. Again, in all of
the experiments above, the yeast cells are maintained under nondividing conditions, which rules out a role for differential cell
division in the difference in stress resistance between the various
strains.
Taken together, these results confirm that the overexpression/
constitutive activation of oncogene homologs prevents the up to
1,000-fold increase in resistance to oxidative stress or chemotherapy drugs induced by starvation and/or mutations.
Glucose Restriction Protects Primary Glia but Not Cancer Cells Against
Oxidative Damage. Next, we tested whether STS could also induce
Fig. 1. DSR against oxidants and genotoxins in yeast. (A and B) Survival of
nondividing (day 3) STS-treated yeast cells deficient in Sch9 and/or Ras2 (sch9⌬
and sch9⌬ ras2⌬), and cells overexpressing Sch9 or expressing constitutively
active RAS2 val19 (SCH9, RAS2val19, sch9⌬ RAS2val19, and tor1⌬ RAS2val19) after
treatment with H2O2 (30 min) or menadione (60 min). At day 3, cells were
treated with either H2O2 for 30 min or menadione for 60 min. Serial dilution
(10-, 102-, and 103-fold dilutions, respectively, in the spots from left to right)
of the treated cultures was spotted onto YPD plates and incubated for 2–3
days at 30°C (see detailed methods in SI Materials and Methods). This experiment was repeated at least three times with similar results. A representative
experiment is shown. (C and D) Differential stress resistance (DSR) to chronic
CP and methylmethane sulfonate (MMS) treatments in mixed yeast cultures:
sch9⌬ and sch9⌬ RAS2val19. To model the mixture of normal and tumor cells in
mammalian cancer, sch9⌬ and sch9⌬ RAS2val19 were mixed in the same flask
and incubated for 2 h at 30°C with shaking. The initial sch9⌬:sch9⌬ RAS2val19
ratio, measured by growth on selective media, was 25:1. Mixed cultures were
then treated with either CP (0.1 M) or MMS (0.01%). Viability was measured
after 24 – 48 h by plating onto appropriate selective media that allows the
distinction of the two strains. Data from three independent experiments are
shown as means ⫾ SD.

protective effect of tor1⌬ (Fig. 1B). This is an important difference because it suggests that it may be risky to achieve DSR by
inhibiting intracellular targets such as Tor, which may be equally
effective in protecting cancer cells.
Short-Term Starvation Induces Differential Stress Resistance in Yeast.

We also tested whether DSR would also be effective against a high
concentration of drugs used in chemotherapy. We studied the effect
of SCH9 mutations on the toxicity caused by the alkylating agents
methylmethane sulfonate (MMS) and cyclophosphamide (CP;
widely used in cancer treatment) (19). CP is a prodrug, which must
be metabolically activated, mainly in the liver, into its DNA
alkylating cytotoxic form. CP treatments have also been shown to
increase the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and
oxidative DNA damage (8-hydroxyguanosine) in human granulosa
cells (20) and to induce oxidative stress and lipid peroxidation as
well as GSH reduction (21). As a very simple model system to
understand the differential effect of STS on the mixture of normal
and cancer cells observed in mammals with metastatic cancer, we
mixed in the same flask mutants lacking SCH9 with mutants lacking
SCH9 but also expressing RAS2val19 at a 25:1 ratio and exposed
them to chronic treatment with CP or MMS. This ratio was selected
to be able to start with 10 million RAS2val19-expressing cells while
maintaining a relatively high ratio of normal vs. oncogene homologexpressing cells. The monitoring of the viability of the two mixed
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DSR against oxidative stress in mammalian cells. We tested
primary rat mixed glial cells (astrocytes plus 5–10% microglia),
four different rat glioma cell lines (C6, RG2, A10-85, and 9L),
one human glioma cell lines (LN229), and one human neuroblastoma cell lines (SH-SY5Y). The concentration of glucose in
the media was reduced to mimic STS. The normal physiological
blood glucose level for both mice and humans is ⬇1.0 g/liter but
can reach 0.5 g/liter after starvation. Therefore, we tested the
effect of normal glucose (1.0 g/liter), low glucose (0.5 g/liter),
and high glucose (3.0 g/liter) on oxidative stress. All cell lines
were grown until confluence to minimize proliferation and
differences in proliferation between the primary and cancer cells
and then switched to medium containing different glucose
concentrations with 1% serum. Low serum was used to minimize
the addition of serum glucose, which is ⬇1.0 g/liter. After a 24-h
glucose treatment, cells were challenged with two different
oxidants, H2O2 and menadione, for 24 h. In primary glial cells,
STS enhanced resistance against H2O2 (0–625 M), although
the effect was more pronounced at 375 M H2O2 where 80% of
the cells pretreated with normal and low glucose were resistant
while ⬍10% of cells pretreated with high glucose survived (P ⬍
0.001). However, cytotoxicity of H2O2 toward cancer cells was
unaffected by varying glucose concentrations (Fig. 2). Although
a reduction in glucose concentration only partially protected
primary glial cells treated with menadione, it increased the
toxicity of menadione to most cancer cell lines. Thus, STS was
still effective in generating DSR to menadione, although the
differential resistance was created by a small protection of
normal cells but a sensitization of cancer cells (Fig. S2).
Glucose Starvation Protects Primary Glia but Not Cancer Cells Against
Cyclophosphamide. To test the efficacy of the starvation-based

DSR method against a chemotherapy drug/pro-oxidant in mammalian cells, we incubated primary rat mixed glial cells (astrocytes plus 5–10% microglia), three different rat glioma cell lines,
one human glioma cell line, and one human neuroblastoma cell
line in medium containing low serum and either normal (1.0
g/liter) or low (0.5 g/liter) glucose and then treated them with CP
for 10 h. All cell lines were grown until confluence to minimize
proliferation and differences in proliferation. Although 80% of
glial cells were resistant to 12 mg/ml CP in the presence of 0.5
g/liter glucose, only 20% of the cells survived this treatment in
1.0 g/liter glucose (Fig. 3A). The increased stress resistance at the
lower concentration of glucose (0.5 g/liter) was observed starting
at 6 mg/ml CP but became much more pronounced at 12 mg/ml
CP (Fig. 3A). By contrast, the lower glucose concentration did
Raffaghello et al.
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Fig. 2. In vitro DSR to H2O2 treatment. Primary rat glial cells, rat glioma cell
lines (C6, A10-85, RG2, and 9L), a human glioma cell line (LN229), and a human
neuroblastoma cell line (SH-SY5Y) were tested for glucose restriction-induced
DSR. Cells were incubated in low glucose (0.5 g/liter, STS), normal glucose (1.0
g/liter), or high glucose (3.0g/liter), supplemented with 1% serum, for 24 h.
Viability (MTT assay) was determined after a 24-h treatment with 0 –1,000 M
H2O2. All data are presented as means ⫾ SD. P values were calculated with
Student’s t test (*, P ⬍ 0.05; **, P ⬍ 0.01; ***, P ⬍ 0.001; of 0.5 and 1.0 g/liter
vs. 3.0 g/liter glucose).

not increase the resistance of cancer cell lines including C6,
A10-85, RG2 rat glioma, LN229 human glioma, or human
SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cells to 12–14 mg/ml CP (Fig. 3A). The
lower glucose concentration actually decreased the resistance of
RG2 glioma cells to CP at 6 and 8 mg/ml doses (Fig. 3A). To
determine whether the DSR is affected by the high cell density,
we also repeated this experiment with cells that were only 70%
confluent, and obtained similar results (Fig. S3).
The experiments above were performed in medium containing 1% serum and different concentrations of glucose. We also
tested the effect of only reducing the level of serum from the
standard 10% to 1% on the toxicity of high-dose CP. Treatment
with 15 mg/ml CP was toxic to primary glial cells in 10% serum,
but the switch to 1% serum caused a reduction in toxicity (Fig.
3B). By contrast, the same concentration of CP was as toxic to
C6 glioma cells in 10% serum as it was in 1% serum (Fig. 3B).
These results strongly suggest that STS achieved by lowering
the concentration of glucose or other nutrients/factors contained
in serum can be very effective in protecting normal but not
cancer cells against chemotherapy. In some cases, low glucose/
serum even increased toxicity to cancer cells.
Raffaghello et al.

Fig. 3. In vitro DSR to CP treatments. Primary rat glial cells, rat glioma cell
lines (C6, A10-85, and RG2), a human glioma cell line (LN229), and a human
neuroblastoma cell line (SH-SY5Y) were tested. (A) Glucose restrictioninduced DSR. Cells were incubated in either low glucose (0.5 g/liter, STS) or
normal glucose media (1.0 g/liter), supplemented with 1% serum, for 24 h.
Cells were then treated with CP (6 –12 mg/ml) for 10 h, and viability was
determined (MTT assay) (n ⫽ 9). (B) Serum restriction-induced DSR. Cells were
incubated in medium containing either 1% (STS) or 10% serum for 24 h,
followed by a single CP treatment (15 mg/ml) for 10 h. Cytotoxicity was
determined by the LDH assay (n ⫽ 12). All data are presented as means ⫾ SD.
P values were calculated with Student’s t test (*, P ⬍ 0.05; **, P ⬍ 0.01; ***, P ⬍
0.001).

Short-Term Starvation Induces Differential Stress Resistance Against
Oxidative Stress/Chemotherapy in Mice. We examined whether STS

could also enhance resistance of mice against etoposide, a widely
used chemotherapy drug that damages DNA by multiple mechanisms and displays a generalized toxicity profile ranging from
myelosuppression to liver and neurologic damage (22–24). Furthermore, etoposide has been reported to increase the production of ROS in human glioblastoma cells, leading to cellular
apoptosis possibly mediated by p53 (25), and to increase the
production of ROS and MnSOD expression in myeloid leukemia
cells (26). We administered an unusually high dose of etoposide
(80 mg/kg) to A/J mice that had been starved for 48 h. In humans,
one-third of this concentration of etoposide (30–45 mg/kg) is
considered to be a high dose and therefore in the maximum
allowable range (27). Whereas 80 mg/kg etoposide killed 43% of
control mice by day 10 (Eto, n ⫽ 23, two experiments), only one
of the mice that were prestarved (STS/Eto, n ⫽ 17) died after
etoposide treatment (Fig. 4A; P ⬍ 0.05). A/J mice were considered to be survivors if they were alive at day 20. Remarkably,
STS-pretreated mice, which lost 20% of their weight during the
48 h of starvation, regained most of the weight in the 4 days after
PNAS Early Edition 兩 3 of 6

have the opposite effect (data not shown). This concentration of
etoposide killed all of the control mice (Eto) by day 5 but none
of the STS-pretreated mice (STS/Eto, n ⫽ 5) (Fig. 4C; P ⬍ 0.01).
CD-1 mice were considered to be survivors if they were alive at
day 20. As with the A/J mice, prestarved CD-1 mice lost 40% of
the weight during the 60 h of starvation but regained nearly all
of the weight in the week after the etoposide treatment and
showed no visible signs of toxicity (Fig. 4D).
The effect of our STS-based method was similar in athymic
(Nude-nu) mice, which are widely used in cancer research
because they allow the study of human tumors in the mouse
model. Whereas 100 mg/kg etoposide killed 56% of the nude
mice by day 5 (n ⫽ 9), none of the STS/Eto-treated mice (48-h
starvation) died (n ⫽ 6) (Fig. 4E; P ⬍ 0.05). Nude mice were
considered to be survivors if they were alive at day 10. As
observed with the other two genetic backgrounds, the prestarved
mice gained weight during the period in which the Eto-treated
mice lost weight (Fig. 4F).
In summary, of 28 mice from three genetic backgrounds that
were starved for 48–60 h before etoposide treatment, only one
mouse died (Fig. 4G). By contrast, of the 37 mice treated with
etoposide alone, 20 died of toxicity (Fig. 4G). These results are
consistent with our yeast and glia/glioma data showing increased
resistance to oxidative damage and chemotherapy toxicity in
response to starvation.
Short-Term Starvation Prevents the Death of Mice but Not of Injected
Cancer Cells Treated with High-Dose Etoposide. To determine

Fig. 4. Short-term starvation protects against high-dose chemotherapy in
vivo. (A) A/J mice were treated (i.v.) with 80 mg/kg etoposide with (STS/Eto, n ⫽
17) or without (Eto, n ⫽ 23) a prior 48-h starvation (STS). (B) Percent weight loss
(a measure of toxicity) after etoposide treatment in STS-treated (n ⫽ 17) or
untreated (n ⫽ 23) A/J mice. (C) CD-1 mice were treated (i.v.) with 110 mg/kg
etoposide with (STS/Eto, n ⫽ 5) or without (Eto, n ⫽ 5) a 60-h prior starvation.
(D) Percent weight loss after etoposide treatment in STS-treated (n ⫽ 5) or
untreated (n ⫽ 5) CD-1 mice. Asterisks indicate the day at which all mice died
of toxicity. (E) Athymic (Nude-nu) mice were treated (i.v.) with 100 mg/kg
etoposide with (STS/Eto, n ⫽ 6) or without (Eto, n ⫽ 9) a 48-h prior starvation.
(F) Percent weight loss after etoposide treatment in the treated (STS/Eto, n ⫽
6) or untreated (Eto, n ⫽ 9) athymic (Nude-nu) mice. (G) Comparison of survival
of all of the mice that were either prestarved (STS/Eto) or not (Eto) before
etoposide injection. The survival of all STS-treated (n ⫽ 28) and untreated (n ⫽
37) mice from all genetic backgrounds above (A/J, CD1, and Nude-nu) has been
averaged (***, P ⬍ 0.05).

chemotherapy (Fig. 4B), whereas in the same period, the control
mice lost ⬇20% of their weight (Fig. 4B). Control mice treated
with etoposide showed signs of toxicity including reduced mobility, ruffled hair, and hunched back posture (Fig. S4B),
whereas STS-pretreated mice showed no visible signs of stress or
pain after etoposide treatment (Fig. S4A).
We also tested the effect of STS on the protection of mice of
another genetic background (CD-1). To determine whether an
extended STS strategy can be effective against a higher dose of
etoposide, we administered 110 mg/kg etoposide and also increased the starvation period to 60 h. Based on our previous
experiments with resistance to oxidative stress, we determined
that this period is the maximum STS that provides protection to
mice. Longer starvation periods can weaken the animals and
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whether the DSR observed in yeast and mammalian cells would
also occur in vivo, we followed the survival of mice injected with
cancer cells and treated with etoposide (Fig. 5C). We selected a
particularly aggressive tumor line (NXS2) that models neuroblastoma (NB), the most common extracranial solid tumor and
the first cause of lethality in preschool-age children. Advanced
NB patients, who represent ⬇50% of the cases, show metastatic
dissemination at diagnosis and have a long-term survival rate of
only 20% despite aggressive chemotherapy with autologous
hematopoietic stem cell support (28, 29).
The NXS2 neuroblastoma line in mice induces consistent and
reproducible metastases in a pattern that resembles the clinical
scenario observed in neuroblastoma patients at advanced stages
of the disease (31). Experimental metastases in the liver, kidneys, adrenal gland, and ovaries were observed after 25–30 days
of the inoculation with 200,000 NXS2 cells (Table S1) as
described in ref. 31. The tumor development and survival of the
NXS2/STS/Eto group was significantly different from that of the
NXS2 group (P ⬍ 0.001; Fig. 5A and Table S1), indicating that
STS was highly effective in protecting the mice but only provided
partial protection to cancer cells against etoposide. In fact, at
least 50% of the NXS2/STS/ETO mice lived 10–20 days longer
compared with the NXS2 mice (P ⬍ 0.05; Fig. 5A). Considering
that it takes the cells ⬍30 days to go from the injected 200,000
to the metastasis that kill the mouse, this 10- to 20-day-longer
survival indicates that many and possibly the majority of the
cancer cells have died. As also shown in Fig. 4, ⬇50% of the mice
treated with etoposide in the absence of STS died of chemotherapy toxicity, but the few mice that survived died of cancer
between day 80 and day 140, confirming that STS also partially
protects cancer cells (Fig. 5B). Naturally, the high initial toxicity
in the etoposide-alone group would prevent the use of high-dose
etoposide in the absence of STS.
In summary, these results suggest that STS greatly improves
early survival by ameliorating chemotherapy toxicity but reduces
the effect of a highly toxic dose of etoposide on metastases and
cancer-dependent death by partially protecting NXS2 cells.
However, the improved survival of the NXS2/STS/ETO compared with the NXS2 group suggests that STS allows the
etoposide to kill a major portion of the cancer cells or slows their
Raffaghello et al.
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growth and ability to form lethal metastases. Notably, the
increased survival observed in the NXS2/STS/ETO group is
unlikely to be due to slower cancer growth because STS is only
performed for the initial 48 h, whereas it takes 35–60 days for
metastasis to cause mortality.
Because a significant survival extension was obtained with a
single treatment with high-dose etoposide after STS and considering that the STS-pretreated mice did not show signs of
toxicity during the initial chemotherapy treatment, these results
suggest that multiple treatments with high-dose chemotherapy in
combination with STS have the potential to kill most or all
cancer cells without causing significant toxicity to the host. Our
attempts to perform weekly injections of etoposide in combination with STS were discontinued because of tail damages caused
by the multiple i.v. injections. Thus, future experiments will be
necessary to develop a paradigm that allows the testing of the
effect of multiple STS/Eto cycles on metastatic cancer.
Discussion
The data above indicate that STS protects normal cells and mice
but not a variety of cancer cells treated with ROS or certain
chemotherapy drugs that are also implicated in the generation of
ROS. In yeast, worms, and mice, starvation or the genetic
manipulation of starvation response pathways causes a major
increase in life span and protection against multiple stresses
including heat shock and oxidative damage. In mammals, starvation causes a reduction in IGF1 signaling, which is associated
with increased stress resistance (5). For example, CR protects
mice against liver cell death caused by acetaminophen (9) and
against carcinogen-induced cancer (11). Furthermore, CR protects against the development of spontaneous tumors in mice
(12, 31).
Here, we show that yeast Ras and Sch9, orthologs of components of two of the major oncogenic pathways activated by IGF1,
regulate starvation-dependent resistance to oxidants or alkylating agents. As anticipated based on the constitutive activation of
Raffaghello et al.

pathways that included homologs of yeast Ras and Sch9 in cancer
cells, starvation (STS) was highly effective in protecting mammalian cells and mice but not cancer cells against the toxicity of
chemotherapy drugs including oxidants and alkylating agents.
Although we have not investigated the role of IGF1 in the
mediation of DSR in mammalian cells and mice, others have
shown a 40% decrease in IGF1 in CD-1 mice that were starved
for 36 h (32), raising the possibility that decreasing IGF1
signaling may mediate in part the protective effect of starvation.
One of the most surprising findings of this study is the ability of
mice of three different genetic backgrounds that have been
starved for 48–60 h to show no visible signs of toxicity in
response to doses of chemotherapy highly toxic to control
animals and gain back the 20–40% of weight that was lost during
starvation even in the presence of doses of etoposide that caused
a 20–30% weight loss and killed ⬎40% of the control mice. This
high resistance to a drug that damages the DNA of dividing cells,
particularly blood cells, would be consistent with the entry of
most or all of the normally dividing cells into a high-protection/
cell-cycle-arrested mode in response to the 48- to 60-h starvation
(Fig. 5D). Because etoposide is rapidly excreted (up to 90%
within 48 h in humans), such a ‘‘protective mode’’ may only need
to last for a few days. Our recent results in S. cerevisiae indicate
that the lack of SCH9, and to a lesser extent starvation, protected
against DNA damage in cells lacking the RecQ helicase SGS1,
which forms a DNA repair complex with topoisomerase III, by
reducing errors during DNA repair (18). It will be important to
establish whether STS or reduction of IGF1/Akt/S6K signaling
can protect mammalian cells against the topoisomerase II inhibitor etoposide by similar mechanisms.
Chemotherapy treatment often relies on the combination of
several DNA-damaging agents such as etoposide, CP, and doxorubicin. Although these agents are supposedly much more toxic
to cancer cells than to normal cells, our in vitro studies show that
CP, for example, can be as or more toxic to primary glial cells
than it is to glioma cancer cells. This implies that the combination
PNAS Early Edition 兩 5 of 6
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Fig. 5. DSR in mice. (A and B) Survival of neuroblastoma (NXS2)-bearing mice. All mice were inoculated (i.v.) with 200,000 NXS2 cells per mouse. The different
groups were treated as follows: NXS2 (control group, 16 mice), i.v. inoculation with NSX2 tumor cells on time 0; NXS2/STS (STS, 8 mice), i.v. inoculation with NSX2
tumor cells at time 0 followed by a 48-h starvation; NXS2/STS/Eto (STS/Eto, 16 mice), i.v. inoculation with NSX2 tumor cells at time 0, followed by a 48-h starvation,
followed by an i.v. injection with 80 mg/kg etoposide and feeding at 48 h; NXS2/Eto (Eto, 6 mice, two deaths caused by the injection procedure), i.v. inoculation
with NSX2 tumor cells at time 0, followed by an i.v. injection of 80 mg/kg etoposide at 48 h. The survival period of the NXS2 (control) and NXS2/STS/Eto groups
was significantly different (P ⬍ 0.001), whereas that of the NXS2 (control) and Eto groups was not (P ⫽ 0.20). In addition, the survival periods of the NXS2/STS/Eto
and NXS2/Eto groups were not significantly different (P ⫽ 0.12). (C) Procedure for the in vivo experiment. (D) Model for DSR in response to STS. In normal cells,
downstream elements of the IGF1 and other growth factor pathways, including the Akt, Ras, and other proto-oncogenes, are down-regulated in response to
the reduction in growth factors caused by starvation. This down-regulation blocks/reduces growth and promotes protection to chemotherapy. By contrast,
oncogenic mutations render tumor cells less responsive to STS because of their independence from growth signals. Therefore, cancer cells fail to or only partially
respond to starvation conditions and continue to promote growth instead of protection against oxidative stress and high-dose chemotherapy.

of multiple chemotherapy drugs causes massive damage not only
to blood cells but also other tissues, especially at high doses.
Notably, the DSR of mammalian cells to the alkylating agent CP
by our starvation-response methods was ⬍10-fold, whereas
starved yeast lacking SCH9 reached a 1,000-fold higher resistance to menadione and hydrogen peroxide compared with
RAS2val19-expressing yeast cells (Fig. 1). Furthermore, the 1,000fold differential toxicity in yeast was obtained after only 30 min
with hydrogen peroxide compared with the several days required
for the differential toxicity of MMS or CP. Although toxic
molecules such as hydrogen peroxide are not suitable for human
cancer treatments, these results suggest that the identification of
novel chemotherapy drugs and possibly agents that generate a
high level of ROS in combination with DSR has the potential to
result in an even more rapid and effective toxicity to cancer cells.
The ability to reach a 1,000-fold or much more modest
differential toxicity between cancer cells and normal human cells
would lead to improved therapies for many cancers. Naturally,
we do not know whether such an elevated DSR can be achieved
in cancer patients, but considering the results obtained with a
single treatment with etoposide in mice bearing metastasis of the
aggressive NXS2 neuroblastoma line that we injected, we are
optimistic about the potential efficacy of multiple cycles of
STS/etoposide treatment against different types of cancers.
Materials and Methods
Yeast Growth Conditions and Oxidative Stress Assays. See methods in SI
Materials and Methods and Table S2.
Cell Cultures. See methods in SI Materials and Methods.

In Vitro Drug Treatments. See detailed methods in SI Materials and Methods.
Briefly, primary glia, glioma, or neuroblastoma cells were seeded into 96-well
microtiter plates at 20,000 –30,000 cells per well and incubated for 2 days.
Glucose restriction was done by incubating cells in glucose-free DMEM (Invitrogen) supplemented with either low glucose (0.5 g/liter) or normal glucose
(1.0 g/liter) for 24 h in 1% serum. Serum restriction was done by incubating
cells in DMEM/F12 with either 10% or 1% FBS for 24 h. After STS treatments,
cells were treated with H2O2 or menadione for 24 h. CP (Sigma) was used for
in vitro chemotherapy studies. After STS treatments, cells were incubated with
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varying concentrations of CP (6 –15 mg/ml) for 10 h in DMEM/F12 with 1% FBS.
Glial cells have been reported to express cytochrome P450 and thus are
capable of metabolizing the prodrug CP (33, 34). Survival was determined by
the MTT/LDH assay (see SI Materials and Methods) and presented as percent
ratio of treated to control.

In Vivo Studies in Mice. See detailed methods in SI Materials and Methods.
Briefly, to evaluate resistance to high-dose etoposide, three different genetic
backgrounds—i.e., A/J, CD-1, and Nude/nude mice—were used. Six-week-old
female A/J mice (Harlan) weighing 15–18 g and 4-week-old female athymic
(Nude-nu) mice (Harlan) weighing 20 –22 g were starved for 48 h and then i.v.
injected with 80 and 100 mg/kg etoposide (Teva Pharma), respectively. Fourweek-old female CD-1 mice weighing 18 –20 g were starved for 60 h and then
i.v. injected with 110 mg/kg etoposide. In all experiments the mice were
offered food after chemotherapy and were monitored daily for weight loss
and general behavior. Survival time was used as the main criterion for determining DSR.
For in vivo cancer studies, 6- to 7-week-old female A/J mice weighing 15–18
g were injected i.v. with murine neuroblastoma NXS2 cell line (200,000 per
mouse), as described in ref. 30. After tumor-cell injection, some groups of
animals were starved for 48 h and then i.v. treated with etoposide, administered as a single dose. Control groups (NXS2 group) of mice without diet
starvation were also investigated. Treatment schedule: time 0, 200,000 NXS2
per mouse; time 0 – 48 h, STS; 48 h, etoposide (80 mg/kg), followed by feeding.
To determine toxicity and efficacy, mice were monitored routinely for weight
loss and general behavior.
Statistical Analyses. The significance of the differences between groups in
mouse experiments was determined by using Kaplan–Meier curves and Peto’s
log-rank test in StatDirect (CamCode). The differences were considered significant if the P value was ⬍0.05.
Comparisons between groups in the in vitro mammalian DSR experiments
were done with Student’s t test using GraphPad Prism v.4.00. Comparisons
were between different glucose treatment groups for a specific drug concentration. All statistical analyses were two-sided and P values ⬍0.05 were
considered significant.
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